Eyes on the Prize: Is Gina looking toward
Washington?

Gina Is Tops
Biggest Little governor, Gina Raimondo, has been doing a fabulous job of leadership during the
coronavirus crisis. Earlier challenges like the Blizzard of ‘78 and the banking crisis pale in comparison.
Governors Garrahy and Sundlun both performed well, but this is a health pandemic of epic proportion.

Your superior correspondents are deeply impressed with how Gina is handling this.
Veep?
While we are discussing Ms. Raimondo, P&J hope you saw the op-ed piece in The Urinal by moderate
conservative journalist and occasional TV commentator — but diehard Republican — George Will,
endorsing Our Gina as a potential running mate with Joe Biden this fall.
Biden has promised to pick a woman for the veep slot, so that has narrowed the field. And it must have
delighted Governor Gigi, as she has been quite obvious about her aspirations to continue her political
career on the national stage — a good bet if the Dems take back the White House. While vice president
may be a reach, a Cabinet post is not inconceivable, and given the shower of assholes and incompetents
President Walking Eagle (he’s so full of shit he can’t fly) has blessed us with, it is likely Biden would
clean the Cabinet house, opening up a ton of possible high-falutin’ jobs.
What Is Irony?
Here is what is irony. President Walking Eagle going after Twitter, which he uses along with Fox News
as his personal PR firm. Twitter actually dared to challenge claims he made online that were so false as
to be laughable. This demented, lying blowhard who somehow became our leaderless leader has made a
second-rate social media outlet his main form of communication for announcing policy decisions. Now
they dare question his pathological reworking of the truth, if not inspiring violence? How dare they?
Fireside chats? Sleep tight while spinning in your grave, FDR.
How Low Can You Go?
We thought The Providence Urinal could not crawl further into the basement by turning their once
estimable rag into a car ad shopper, but they have managed to do so by now eliminating their editorials.
Executive editor Alan Rosenberg, who P&J have long liked and admired, was sent out by his bosses at
Gannett to shill for the corporate owners and offer a lame and pathetic explanation of the decision,
which held no more water than a shot glass.
Wonderfully, former Urinal publisher Howard Sutton wrote an op-ed eloquently and pointedly attacking
the decision, that resounded like a virtual but audible face-slap following the decision by Urinal higherups to bend over and take it with a smile. (Credit to the corporate whores who actually allowed it to be
published.)
The Urinal’s $3 a day newsstand price for a paper that could be used as a fly swatter were it not so
lightweight is embarrassing. P&J love our talented friends at The Urinal who do a marvelous job of
providing good quality journalism. But the current situation of big biz manipulation and arm-twisting in
defiance of good news reporting is shameful.
Note: In major elections, for many years The Urinal’s decision on whom to endorse for president and
national was generally decided by the upstairs execs anyhow. So look for them to demand all employees
wear MAGA hats this November.
Comic Book World

The latest examples of how we’re turning into a comic book world are stories about the proposed US
Space Force. It’s an idea that sounds like it comes out of a comic book. The outfits current astronauts
are wearing (not unlike what the original astronauts wore) are highly influenced by science fiction and
old comic book illustrations. So not much has changed in that department. Unfortunately we now have a
president whose reading of choice seems more along the lines of comic books.

